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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
November 2012

We ended October with Hurricane Sandy hitting the KW Region.  With the high winds and rains that swept
through the area, it kept contractors, bodyshops, rental companies and the adjusters busy so that they could
help all of the clients that were impacted.  Everyone will be busy through the month of November ensuring
that all the clients needs are taken care of.  Hopefully this is not the start of the trend for the coming winter
months.

Did you know that the KW OIAA association has been around for over 50 years! Without all of you, this
organization would not be able to exist and your monthly involvement is appreciated.  We look forward to the
coming years that we can spend together.

I attended the Toronto OIAA meeting in October, and I would recommend that anyone who gets a chance to
hear Frank O’Dea, co-founder of Second Cup, speak, do so.  He truly motivated the crowd and everyone was
engaged during his presentation.

Charlene Ferris, FCIP CRM
President
KW Ontario Insurance Adjusters Association
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Medisys provides 15,000 independent medical 
assessments per year, including:

- Independent medical evaluations
- Functional abilities evaluations
- Physical demands analyses

Celebrating health
for 20 years.

For more information about our timely external 
consultations, contact us at 1-877-312-0479

Where do you turn
when interests collide?

Fire Investigations

Accident Reconstruction

Personal Injury

Environmental Services

Structural Design

Building Science

Property Claims

1· 800 · 920 · 5854www.caskanette.on.ca

E X P E R I E N C E D  ·  T R U S T E D  ·  P R O M P T

248-675 Queen St. S., Kitchener, ON  N2M 1A1
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DO YOU THINK YOU’VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES? 
ARE YOU READY TO TAKE ON THE 

DEFENDING CHAMPS? 
 

CHILI COOK-OFF 
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 29, 2011 
GOLF’S STEAK HOUSE @ 5:30PM 

COST IS $35 
 

TO SUBMIT YOUR TEAM WINNING CHILI, PLEASE CONTACT: 
Dale Stuart or Mark Hale 

 
Please submit your team by Monday November 12, 2011  

 
BE THERE! 
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Building Code Changes 
 
By Micheka Kostyniuk, P. Eng. 
Micheka is an engineer with Caskanette Udall Consulting Engineers. 
included forensic engineering, structural engineering, environmental engineering, personal injury investigations 
and transportation engineering.  
 
On January 1, 2012 some changes came into effect with the 2006 Ontario Building Code (OBC).  
There are now two new supplementary standards to be complied with.  These changes are related 
to energy efficiency requirements.  One supplementary standard is for Part 9 buildings (small 
buildings like houses), and one is for Part 3 buildings (larger buildings, assembly buildings, etc). 
 
So, what do these changes mean and how will they affect your claims?  That depends on the 
claim, but in general should not make much of a difference if you need to repair a building. 
 
The supplementary standards offer compliance packages to choose from while constructing new 
buildings to achieve the required energy efficiency ratings.  The packages let you choose where 
you want to focus your energy efficiency, and the components include insulation values for the 
various building assemblies (walls, roof, basement, etc), windows and skylights, and appliances 
such as furnace and hot water heater.  Alternatively, you can create your own custom package. 
 

ing.  The 

small area of a building, Part 11 of the OBC protects you from having to upgrade the entire 
building to meet the current OBC requirements, though there are some exceptions. 
 
In general, the supplementary standards apply only to new building construction.  Renovations 
and repairs generally do not require all items within these standards to be upgraded, with some 
exceptions.  The main exception is insulation.  It is common practice to upgrade attic insulation 
to the new R50 (up from the previous R40 requirement) where it can be easily accommodated. 
 
If you have a building that has been heavily damaged and you plan on demolishing it and 
rebuilding, be prepared that you will need to comply with the new standards and choose a 
compliance package, though! 
 
So, the good news is that the recent OBC changes should not affect re-building drastically and 
should have a minimal cost impact on your claims. 
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On October 10, 2012  we celebrated the OIAA Past President and Honorary members’ night at the King Edward
Hotel in Toronto. This is a special event that pays tribute to the significant contributions made by past OIAA
executives throughout the 80+ year history of the association.  The evening’s speaker was the co-founder of The
Second Cup coffee company and had a message of Hope, Vision and Action as he recounted his rags to riches story
and discussed some of his amazing benevolent initiatives.

On November 14th please join us at the Sheraton Centre in Toronto for a legal panel of plaintiff and defense lawyers
for a discussion on “Raising the Bar Higher”.  Registration is at 1:45 and will be followed by a mix & mingle at 4pm.

Registration opened October 24, 2012 for the OIAA Christmas Party at the Westin Harbour Castle on December 12,
2012.  This is a hot ticket as the event sold out online in less than one hour.

The OIAA now has a face book page so if you have a moment please take the time to visit:
https://www.facebook.com/OntarioInsuranceAdjustersAssociation?ref=hl and “Like” us.  Feel free to invite other
industry friends to do the same.

Don’t forget to “Like” the Kitchener OIAA new website at our new face book page https://www.facebook.com/KwOiaa

You can also join our LinkedIn group at: http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4578135 or follow our Twitter handle
https://twitter.com/KWOIAA.

The OIAA publication WP – Without Prejudice is always looking for articles from it’s membership.  If you would like to
contribute or have any feedback please feel free to contact  Michael.mcleod@crawco.ca.
Regards,
Michael McLeod
Kitchener Waterloo OIAA Chapter Toronto Delegate

ASSOCIATION CONTACTS AND INDUSTRY EVENT SCHEDULE

November 29th 2012 .......................KW-OAA Chilli Cook Off 
December 9th 2012..........................KW-OIAA Kids Christmas Party
December 13th 2012........................KW-OIAA Adults Christmas Party

Insurance Brokers Association of Waterloo
Contact – Dianne Monteiro

dmonteiro@donovaninsurance.com

K-W Ontario Insurance Adjusters Association
Contact – Randy Higgins

randy@pdskw.ca

Insurance Institute-Conestoga Chapter
Contact – Heather Graham

hgraham@insuranceinstitute.ca
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Service you need, by people you trust
serving the Waterloo region and surrounding areas

2302 Dumfries Road Units 2 & 3, RR#2 Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5S3
PHONE 519 624 4487 FAX 519 624 4484 TOLL FREE 1 877 458 4487

www.gtrs.ca

We’ve got the trucks adjusters’ need:

Kitchener: 519-578-0760
Stratford: 519-272-2886

Cambridge: 519-740-0760
Woodstock: 519-539-5609

Car & Truck Rental
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Happy Halloween Association members! 
It has been an interesting month with “Super Storm” Hurricane Sandy recently
sweeping across North America, affecting about60 million people and reaching an
estimated $10 Billion in insured losses, according to the Canadian Underwriter (Oct 29
2012: http://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/news/insured-losses-from-hurricane-sandy-
could-reach-10-billion-eqecat/1001802773/) 
Some Emergency preparedness tips for hurricanes to share with your clientele (as
recommended by The Insurance Bureau of Canada): 
Check with your insurance representative to make sure you have appropriate coverage

•Remove valuable items from your basement to higher levels in your home
•Make sure downspouts are clear to direct water away from the home
•Secure any loose patio furniture or barbecues
•Ensure water does not collect on your window sills
•Prepare a detailed home inventory;
•Create an emergency preparedness plan for your family

(Canadian Underwriter Oct 29 2012 http://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/news/
claims-adjusters-insurers-ramp-up-resources-for-hurricane-sandy/1001802837/) 
The changing atmospheric pressure and weather patterns never ceases to keep us on our
toes. 
Something to remember during this busy time of year as we head into the Christmas
season: there are many associative resources 
in the province that provide ongoing support to our ever-changing industry. I’ve included
some links below for your reference and continuing education. 
Insurance Resources: 
Ontario Insurance Adjusters Association www.Oiaa.com
Ontario Mutual Insurance Association www.Omia.com
Insurance Institute of Canada  www.insuranceinstitute.ca
Insurance Brokers Association of Ontario www.Ibao.org

For a list of Legal Resources: 
http://www.lawpro.ca/links/default.asp

Have a safe and “dry” November.

Cheers,
Stephanie Jermyn, CKR Global
OIAA Social Director 2012
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Collision Centre

742-8309 165 WEBER S.
WATERLOO

PONTIAC • BUICK • CADILLAC • GMC
SALES • SERVICE • LEASING

CALL 742-4463

MOTORS INC.
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THE GOOD OLD DA YS
On Thursday, September 13, 2012, 33 former players in the Golden
Triangle Slo-pitch League gathered for a reunion at the Edelweiss
Sports Bar. Faces that hadn’t been seen in quite awhile were brought
together for hours of exaggerations, white lies, food and drink. 

A ll or most of the league’s trophies and plaques were on display as
were a number of uniforms. Uniforms from Woodhouse, A djusters Canada,
and Dickson’s Dusters were worn by the players while uniforms from
Thrifty Wheels [Holiday Wheels],P-K Restorations and First Response
Restorations were on display. Don Dickson and Dennis Murray brought
some memorabilia. Gossip and catching up were the main conversations
throughout the room.

A ll in all, it was a fun
evening. It was suggested that
a reunion happen again in a
few years.
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Forensic investigations. Insurance 
claim support. We can help.

KPMG Forensic professionals help insurers with 
claims assessment, fraud investigation, and staff 
training. We bring clients the resources and 
knowledge necessary to assess their claims 
quickly and properly. For more information, 
contact us at 519.747.8800 or one of the 
following Forensic professionals:

Paul Ross Karen Grogan
pross1@kpmg.ca kgrogan@kpmg.ca 

David Bushell Michala Henderson
dbushell@kpmg.ca mhenderson@kpmg.ca

Veronica Chapman
vchapman@kpmg.ca

kpmg.ca

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 



OIAA is the industry association people think of most when it comes
to upgrading skills, staying on top of industry trends and staying 
networked with both peers and the entire adjusters community. 
An association made up of leaders in the insurance adjusting field.

Among other things, your membership includes:
• A subscription to Without Prejudice, the highly regarded

OIAA magazine, published ten times a year and delivered to
the address of your choice (office or home)

• Discounts for social and professional development events 
• Access to the members only portion of our new website,

with member forums, polls and other features to help you
stay connected to your peers throughout the province

Most compelling of all, the price: at $40 per year plus HST. 
Can you afford not to be a member?

Sign up today at www.oiaa.com/membership

EDUCATION • EVENTS • LEADERSHIP

JOIN US

Ontario Insurance 
Adjusters Association

Experience the power 
of our new website
www.oiaa.com
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Use of Summary Judgment Motions in BI Claims

When the balance of the liability evidence is weighed clearly in 
favour of one or more defendant, explore the use of Summary 
Judgment with your counsel. The new Summary Judgment
Rule governing these motions has allowed courts to weigh 
evidence more broadly than before and is now being used in 
the context of BI claims. Success at this type of motion will 
stop an action dead in its tracks. Failure will lead to cost 
consequences, but these are not as punitive as those 
mandated by the previous version of the Rule. When
balancing risk exposure associated with litigation costs, one 
should recognize the benefit of eliminating the overall claims 
exposure in exchange for risk of failure.

The Old Rule And Why We Did Not Use It Very Much.

Traditionally, insurers have been reticent to instruct counsel to 
proceed with Summary Judgment motions. The old Rule 
required a responding party, the plaintiff, to show the court that 
there was a “genuine issue for trial”. Typically, this meant that 
in a “he said, she said” situation, a court would defer the 
matter to trial. After all, what could be more of a genuine issue 
for trial than assessing credibility? But even where credibility 
was not an issue, courts showed an aversion to dismissing 
actions without hearing from the parties. Over time, the 
practical application became narrower and narrower. To make 
matters worse, failing at the old motions carried very heavy 
costs consequences (designed to prevent parties from 
bringing frivolous motions and tying up valuable resources).
Accordingly, insurers generally instructed counsel in these 
types of motion only if the issue was a “slam dunk” such as 
missed limitations. 

The New Rule

The Summary Judgment Rule changed in 2010, but it took 
some time for the Court to interpret it. The new Rule1 allowed
judges to weigh the evidence and importantly, evaluate the 
credibility of a witness. Judges could draw any reasonable 

ÿ ÿ
1 Rule 20.04(2.1), Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O., Reg. 194.

inference from that evidence. The fact that courts could now 
evaluate credibility meant that this might no longer be a 
“genuine issue for trial”: cases could theoretically be dismissed 
at Summary Judgment when credibility is a live issue. Given 
that Summary Judgment motions are primarily decided by
courts based upon written materials, such as affidavits and 
transcripts of cross-examination of those affidavits, deciding 
credibility issues could be difficult, but possible.

What Did It Mean?

Guidance came in the seminal case of Combined Air 
Mechanical Services v. Flesch2. The Court of Appeal stated 
judges must ask the following question, “…can the full 
appreciation of the evidence and issues that is required to 
make dispositive findings be achieved by way of summary 
judgment, or can this full appreciation only be achieved by way 
of a trial?”3

The Court went on to instruct that a full appreciation could be 
made in a Summary Judgment where there is limited 
testimonial evidence or limited contentious findings. Judges 
must be able accurately assess the evidence and draw 
inferences without actually hearing live witnesses (which may 
be used in some limited circumstances).

Applied In a Personal Injury Action Where Liability Was In 
Dispute

In the recent case of Clarke v. Arena4 the Plaintiff, Clarke, 
sued a number of people involved in a multiple vehicle 
collision including one Mr. Beggs. The Dominion of Canada 
was added in respect of unidentified vehicle coverage. The 
core issue was whether or not one of the several defendants 
would attract 1% liability thereby relieving the Dominion of its 
exposure. The Dominion then brought a Summary Judgment 
motion. The Dominion specifically argued that Mr. Beggs 

ÿ ÿ
2 (2012), 108 O.R. (3d) 1
3 Idem., at para 50
4 (CanLII 2012ONSC5557, October 2, 2012)

Authored by:

Talaal F. Bond
Partner
London

519.931.3505
tbond@millerthomson.com
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ÿAdded experience. Added clarity. Added value.

caused the collision. Mr. Beggs argued it was not him but a 
mystery vehicle. All other witnesses more or less agreed it 
was likely Mr. Beggs’ vehicle. The Plaintiff and all the co-
defendants, except Mr. Beggs, consented to the motion.

The judge had to decide whether or not the conflict between 
Mr. Beggs’ version and the other witnesses’ versions was a 
genuine issue for trial. This required the judge to assess 
credibility in the absence of a live hearing. Under the previous 
Rule, Dominion’s chance for success would have, for all 
intents and purposes, been nil. But under the new Rule, the 
judge examined the affidavits and transcripts of the cross-
examinations and concluded that Mr. Beggs’ version had 
“little, if any, chance of being believed or accepted by any trier 
of fact, be it a jury or a justice of this court.”5 A trial on this 
issue would have been unnecessary and consume resources 
needlessly. Accordingly, Summary Judgment was granted.

What This Means for Us?

Clarke v. Arena is instructive since it demonstrates that 
conflicting evidence including credibility can be reconciled at a 
Summary Judgment motion in the context of a BI claim. It is 
____________________

ÿ ÿ

noted that the Plaintiffs’ claims were not dismissed; only the 
action as against the identified vehicle insurer, and thus the
decision should be read with some caution. However, since 
issues of liability are often quite limited in BI claims, Summary 
Judgment motions should be considered more often where the 
bulk of the evidence clearly weighs in favour of or more 
defendants.

Talaal Bond is a Partner in the Insurance Group in our London office. He has 
extensive experience in insurance litigation, including motor vehicle claims, both 
accident benefits and tort. In addition, he has defended taverns in relation in 
liquor licence related liability. He has handled numerous occupiers' liability and 
property claims as well as farm losses, including feed toxicity and environmental 
crop losses. Talaal prides himself on his straight forward approach to finding 
solutions for his clients in an efficient and cost-effective manner.

Accelerator Centre, 295 Hagey Blvd, Suite 300, Waterloo N2L 6R5
www.millerthomson.com

5 Idem, para 12
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Disaster repair and cleaning specialists
An innovative leader providing professional and quality 
services to the insurance industry and its customers.

Barrie   |   Brantford / Cambridge
Halton / Peel   |   Hamilton

1-888-751-7285   |   www.paulsrestorations.com
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YOU’RE GOING TO LOVE THIS ONE!!
Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson were going camping. They pitched their tent under the
stars and went to sleep.

Sometime in the middle of the night Holmes woke Watson up and said:
“Watson, look up at the stars, and tell me what you see.”

Watson replied: “I see millions and millions of stars.” 

Holmes said: “and what do you deduce from that?” 

Watson replied: “Well, if there are millions of stars,
and if even a few of those have planets, it’s quite
likely there are some planets like earth out there.
And if there are a few planets like earth out there,
there might also be life.” 

And Holmes said: “Watson, you idiot, it means that
somebody stole our tent.”

October meeting wrap up

Thank you to everyone who came out to October’s dinner meeting. We had
a turnout of over 85 people, which is excellent for our first dinner

meeting of the 2012/2013 year! We would like to thank Teneil
McNeil and James Prior of Miller Thomson Waterloo for their

speech on Bad Faith. We hope that everyone has gained new
information and tips that they can use when handling Bad Faith
claims. Congratulations to our 50/50 winner Jason Dumbreck
of CKRG winning $115.00. Hopefully we can have this kind of
turn out for next month’s Chili Cook Off!

Regards,
Laura Potts, Cunningham Lindsey Guelph

KW OIAA Treasurer 
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ADVANTAGE:
LOCAL EXPERTISE
It has been one year since King-Reed & Associates LP re-branded to CKR Global and what a great year it has been. After 

operating in Ontario for the past 28 years as King-Reed & Associates LP it has been an exciting and refreshing change to 

our new brand, CKR Global.

In addition to becoming the first truly national investigations agency, with 26 locations across the country, we were also 

able to increase our experienced team of investigators in Ontario by a substantial amount. We now have over 250 

investigators on the ground in 11 locations across Ontario, 5 of which are strategically located in Southern Ontario 

from Waterloo to Windsor. Many of our investigators in this area come from a wide variety of backgrounds and live in 

rural neighborhoods, making them the perfect choice for your summer surveillance and inquiry needs.

Please feel free to reach out to us directly for any advice pertaining to your current handlings.

1 877 695 6575  www.ckrglobal.com

Patrick Leonard, VP Southwest Ontario                              Jason Dumbreck, VP Southwest Ontario

INV414-0512
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VANCOUVER    CALGARY    EDMONTON    SASKATOON    REGINA    LONDON    KITCHENER-WATERLOO    GUELPH    TORONTO    MARKHAM    MONTRÉAL

YOUR INSURANCE LAW TEAM
Richard J. Tra�ord 
rtra�ord@millerthomson.com

Randall B. Carter 
rcarter@millerthomson.com

Patricia J. Forte 
pforte@millerthomson.com

Theodore J. Madison 
tmadison@millerthomson.com

Helen D. K. Friedman 
hfriedman@millerthomson.com

James Bromiley 
jbromiley@millerthomson.com

Ashleigh T. Leon 
aleon@millerthomson.com

Patrick Ley 
pley@millerthomson.com

Gordon L. Robson 
grobson@millerthomson.com

Teneil MacNeil 
tmacneil@millerthomson.com

James Prior 
jprior@millerthomson.com

Randy Knight 
rknight@millerthomson.com

Nicholaus de Koning 
ndekoning@millerthomson.com

Timothy J. McGurrin 
tmcgurrin@millerthomson.com

Katherine Waterston 
kwaterston@millerthomson.com

Bryan Horrigan 
bhorrigan@millerthomson.com

Caroline L. Meyer 
cmeyer@millerthomson.com

Daniel Strigberger 
dstrigberger@millerthomson.com

Talaal Bond 
tbond@millerthomson.com

Katie Quinlan 
kquinlan@millerthomson.com

Miller Thomson LLP
millerthomson.com

Added experience. Added Clarity. Added value.
ACCELERATOR BUILDING
295 HAGEY BLVD., SUITE 300
WATERLOO, ON + N2L 6R5 + CANADA

Emergency

Restoration

Remediation

Your Complete Emergency Solution 
™

ItechEnvironmental.ca             @ItechHQ

Itech 24/7 Live Answer - 877-324-4402

STRONE.ca             @STRONEHQ

STRONE 24/7 Emergency - 866-354-4424
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ESTABLISHED IN 1952

We Are The Largest & Best Equipped
Repair Facility In The Tri-City Area

Complete Collision Specialists
New Devilbiss down draft baking booth for factory like finish

Our Collision repairs are guaranteed for as long as you
own the vehicle - ask for details

All makes of cars & trucks

Member of The                     Network
(519) 576-9450

200 Gage St. Kitchener (at Belmont)

3
3

3

Gilbertson_OLPB_2010.indd   1 10/1/09   9:09:39 AM
If only it were this easy...
For “proof positive”, you can depend on the comprehensive resources and experience of the highly
respected forensic team at Rochon Engineering.

We are your single source for forensic investigations across all disciplines. Reacting quickly, our
findings stand up against the highest scrutiny, in and out of court. Trust us to deliver concise and
conclusive results for every situation including:

•  Structural, civil and mold assessments
•  Motor vehicle accident reconstruction
•  Environmental remediation
•  Fire investigation
•  Failure analysis of mechanical and electrical systems
•  Metallurgical & plastics failure analysis
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Some Interesting facts…..

In 1938, Time Magazine chose Adolf Hitler for man of the year.

Twelve people have walked on the moon.

Other than the Earth, the moon is the only other known natural astrological

object ever walked on.

The average human with a full head of hair contains between 85,000 to 150,000

hairs.

Humans and giraffes both have seven vertebrae bones in the neck. It’s not

unusual for a mammal to have 7 vertebra bones in the neck but it’s interesting

that the long neck of a full grown giraffe has the same amount.

Did you know the first bullet proof vest and windshield wiper blades were both

invented by women? Cool!

Over 3 million people globally every month search for something online with the

words interesting facts in it according to the most popular search engine.

There are no land snakes in New Zealand. It’s part of New Zealand’s bio security

to keep all snakes out and if a person is aware of a snake, by law it must be

reported.

New Zealand is free of heartworm disease and rabies.

Buttermilk does not contain any butter.

Did you know Disneyland does not sell chewing gum? Walt Disney did not want

guests inconvenienced by stepping on gum purchased in the park.

Each year Disneyland uses over 5,000 gallons of paint to maintain the clean

appearance of the park.

George Washington died on December 14, 1799.

Giraffes can go without water longer than a camel. That’s wild!

The price of the Titanic cost about $7 million to build and the price of the Titanic

movie was about $200 million to make. Unbelievable

January 30, 1933 was the day the words Hi ho silver! Away! Were first heard as

the lone ranger debuts on radio channel WXYZ of Detroit.

Many people who read the word yawn or yawning begin to feel the urge to yawn.

The 2nd president of the United States (John Adams) and 3rd president of the

United States (Thomas Jefferson) both died within just a few hours apart of each

other on the same exact day of July 4th 1826. They are the only two presidents

to die on the same day of the same year. It’s true!

When the Titanic departed from port it was documented to have carried

approximately 1000 loaves of bread, 86,000 pounds of meat, 40,000 eggs and

36,000 apples to feed the passengers and crew on the 7 day voyage. Now those

are some interesting facts!
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Dedicated to Excellence in 
Customer Service

Guelph        – (519) 824-5550 Kitchener – (519) 744-8421
Cambridge  – (519) 622-1055 Waterloo  – (519) 885-3800

Find us at:
WWW.LIKENEW.CA

WHITEHALL BUREAU OF CANADA LIMITED
Canada’s National Investigative Resource 

TM

www.whitehallcanada.com

Surveillance
Comprehensive Statements 
Background Inquiries
Financial/Assets/Locates
Accident Scene Analysis
Major & Complex Loss Specialists
Canadian/U.S. Database Specialists
U.S. Vendor Management and Audit
FileLynx.com - 24 Hr Case Management System

Service Offices Across Canada including:

Kitchener-Waterloo:  519-772-7616

Vancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg, Toronto, Hamilton, Kitchener, London, Barrie, Niagara Falls, Ottawa-Gatineau, Montreal, Halifax, Moncton, United States

Quality Since 1984

TOLL FREE:  1.877.313.7283 TOLL FREE FACSIMILE: 1.866.809.7283  

Whitehall Bureau of America
Now licenced in the USA

Toll Free: 1.866.510.1212
mail@whitehallamerica.com

KW OIAA sep. 09.qxd  9/21/2009  10:59 AM  Page 1
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2012-2012
K-W O.I.A.A. APPLICATION
FOR SOCIAL MEMBERSHIP

Name:_______________________________________________________________ 

Company: ___________________________________________________________

Telephone No.(____)__________________ Fax No. (____)___________________

Email Address ________________________________________________________

Previous Member:   (    )  No         (    )  Yes

If Yes, state year and employer:___________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

New Members only – Two active members in good standing must provide sponsorship:

Name:_________________________________________________________

Company: _____________________________________________________

Name:_________________________________________________________

Company: _____________________________________________________

I HEREBY MAKE APPLICATION FOR SOCIAL MEMBERSHIP IN THE K-W CHAPTER
OF THE O.I.A.A.  IF I AM ACCEPTED, I PROMISE TO SUBSCRIBE TO AND ABIDE BY
THE CONSTITUTION AND CODE OF ETHICS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Signed:______________________________________Date:____________________

Membership Dues are $20.00 – Membership effective from September 1, 2012 to
August 31, 2013

Payable to: K-W  O.I.A.A.
P.O. BOX 40079
WATERLOO SQUARE
75 KING STREET SOUTH
WATERLOO, ON  N2J 4V1
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 Insurance 
Stays are

our Specialty!

• Spacious Studio, 1-Bedroom and 2-Bedroom/2-Bath Suites
• Full equipped kitchen in every suite (stove-top, full fridge, 

dishwasher, microwave, toaster, cooking utensils)
• Pets Welcome!
• Free: Daily hot breakfast buffet; Tues-Thurs dinner buffet;

laundry facilities; wired & wireless internet access
• For more details, contact Tyler Culbert at 

Tyler.Culbert@whg.com or 519-780-3902

 

www.origin-and-cause.com     1-888-OCI-FIRE

Structural Fire & Explosion Investigation
Residential / Commercial / Industrial • Canine Accelerant Detection 

and Drug Searches • Fire Department Litigation

Forensic Visual Services
Forensic Animations • Forensic Illustrations • Photogrammetry
Videography • Virtual Tours • Fire Modelling • X-Ray Imaging

Structural & Civil Engineering Services
Structural Collapse / Failure • Civil Engineering Assessment

Mold Assessment • Computer Assisted Drawings

Personal Injuries Slip & Fall Investigation
Building Code Issues • Product Liability

Failure Analysis
Electrical / Mechanical / Chemical / Metallurgical 
Product Liability • Heating & Ventilation Systems

Vehicle & Heavy Equipment Fire Investigation 
Private Passenger Vehicles • Tractor Trailers • Forestry Equipment
Commercial Passenger Vehicles • Marine • Agricultural Equipment

Construction / Industrial Equipment

Damage Assessment
Equipment • Environmental • Structural

Alarm System Analysis 
Fire / Burglar Detection • Fire Suppression

Ancaster, Mississauga, Thunder Bay, 
Kingston, Ottawa and Winnipeg
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